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KIDS BBQ CHAMPIONSHIP 
Episode Descriptions (2016) 

 
Premiering Monday, May 23rd at 8pm (all times ET/PT) - SERIES PREMIERE 
“Meat the Chefs” 
Hosts Camila Alves and Eddie Jackson meet the eight fiercest kid BBQers in the country. The competition kicks off with 
each young chef cooking his or her famous flavors with chicken and a signature side dish.  Special guest Tim Love judges 
the final plates, so competitive spirits ignite right from the start and there is no room for mistakes.  
 
Premiering Monday, May 30th at 8pm  
“Backyard BBQ”   
The competition heats up with two rounds of head-to-head battle, kicking off with a hot dog challenge. Then one kid gets a 
major advantage in a stuffed burger elimination round. Guest judge Kardea Brown tastes the dishes and the bottom BBQer 
is sent home, while the remaining kids continue on to the next round. 
 
Premiering Monday, June 6th at 8pm 
“Luau Feast” 
The BBQ arena is transformed into a Polynesian Paradise and the kids are challenged to make the perfect luau pork dish 
with a tropical fruit side. Special guest Danielle Bennett, AKA Diva Q, and a major tropical twist throw some of the kids for a 
loop and the bottom BBQer is sent home.  
 
Premiering Monday, June 13th at 8pm 
“State Fair” 
Step right up to see the final five kid chefs grill their blue ribbon worthy foods! The first challenge dares the kids to make on-
the-go fair food, while the elimination challenge pushes the kids to their culinary limits with grilled desserts. Special guest 
Adrian Davila awards the blue ribbon to the best dessert, while the bottom performer will be sent home.   
 
Premiering Monday, June 20th at 8pm 
“Cowboy Campfire” 
From big hearty breakfasts to giant steaks, there’s nothing small about this cowboy campfire competition.  The kids are 
challenged to create meals worthy of a hungry cowboy and special guest Kent Rollins.  One kid rides off into the sunset, 
leaving the top three grill masters left to compete for the grand prize. 
 
Premiering Monday, June 27th  
“The Big Smoke” 
Three kids enter the BBQ arena, but only one will emerge as the first-ever Kids BBQ Champion.  A real deal pit master 
event is in full swing as the final three battle for the last time to prove they are truly best in show.  Special guest Graham 
Elliot joins the judging panel and the winning kid is awarded a $20,000 grand prize, feature in Food Network Magazine and 
the title Kids BBQ Champion. 
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